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Abstract 
The present study is aiming to build a synchrony-based attentional mechanism allowing to initiate and to maintain human robot 
interactions. Moreover, we question the importance of synchrony detection for learning and gaining new competences through 
the interaction. We previously proposed a synchrony-based neural model capable of giving the robot minimal abilities to select a 
human partner and to focus its visual attention on this preferred interactant. Here, we extend this model by using synchrony 
detection as a reinforcement signal for learning (during the interaction) the human partner appearance (shape) in the context of an 
autonomous mobile robot.  
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Being able to perceive, detect, track, and recognize others movements is a crucial ability in human social 
interactions. From a biological point of view, it is well known that this human capacity to perceive others biological 
motion is incredibly robust. The exact nature of the characteristic permitting us to easily detect biological motion 
and to focus our attention on the pertinent salient regions of the visual field are not clearly defined. Neurobiological 
and psychological data acknowledged two pathways for biological motion detection: kinematics and shape. 
Nerveless, the exact role and importance of these two pathways, named dorsal (for kinematics) and ventral (for 
shape) in the brain, stay unclear (Lange & Lappe, 2007).  
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For bio-inspired Human Robot Interaction (HRI), this question is obviously as important as difficult. What are the 
pertinent visual characteristics (kinematics and shape) to extract from the camera images? How to use the extracted 
visual features to initiate and sustain the interaction? How to focus the robot visual attention on the human partner?  
Numerous studies were conducted and many solutions were proposed to tackle these challenging issues.  
In the field of bio-inspired HRI the applicability of these possible solutions is dependent on two main conditions. 
The first and most obvious one is to maintain a real time interaction between the robot and the human implying the 
use of algorithms having low cost computational time and not memory resource demanding, especially in the case of 
interactions with mobile robots. The second condition is more related to biological aspects. In fact, for bio-inspired 
approaches, the used algorithms must have plausible neural models. Moreover, the adopted solutions must be, as far 
as possible, in accordance with neurobiological and psychological data on human visual perception and human-
human interaction.     
Regarding shape recognition, tremendous published works for people detection, recognition, and tracking can be 
found in classical computer vision literature. One can classify them using different taxonomies (see Aggarwal & Cai, 
1999; Gavrila, 1999; Moeslund & Granum, 2001). A simple way to differentiate these numerous studies is to 
consider the use (or not) of explicit models of the human shape. In fact, for people detection and tracking on image 
sequences, a first possibility is to define explicit 2D or 3D models of the human shape to segment and track (in the 
successive images) the different body parts of the human in the visual field (2D silhouette, Davis, Harwood, & 
Haritaoglu, 1998; 2D articulated model, Cham & Rehg, 1999; 3D models, Rehg & Kanade, 1994; etc.). Another 
possibility is to avoid using “a priori” explicit knowledge on human shape and to adopt a bottom up approach to 
construct models for people recognition by combining different low-level image characteristics (contours, 
Goldenberg, Kimmel, Rivlin, & Rudzsky, 2002; points of interest, Gabriel, Hayet, Piater, & Verly, 2005; blobs, 
Fablet & Black, 2002; etc.). In practice, the efficiency of all these promising methods is highly dependent on the 
application and the experimental conditions (outdoor/indoor, real-time/offline, fixed camera/moving camera etc.). 
Moreover, most of these algorithms are highly computational time demanding and have no plausible neural model.  
Additionally, the remarkable human capacity to perceive biological motion seems to appear at early stages of 
infant development. In fact, psychological studies point out the neonates’ capacities to imitate simple facial gestures 
(Meltzoff & Moore, 1977). Considering the very basic visual perception abilities of the newborns we may question 
the reason of this early emergence (or presence) in human development, of a competence for human motion 
perception. It was demonstrated that this particular sensibility to biological motion is strongly related to our motor 
controllers. Viviani and Stucchi (1992) showed the coupling between motor and perceptual processes while 
perceiving doted points moving with trajectories respecting the two third power low which is one of the most known 
kinematic characteristic of biological motion. More recent studies point out a strong link between perceiving motion 
and executing actions, the experimental results demonstrate that: "motor learning has a direct and highly selective 
influence on visual action recognition that is not mediated by visual learning" (Casile & Giese, 2004). 
This resonance between producing actions and perceiving others movements was also highlighted by the 
importance of synchrony during human social interactions. In fact, studies on development psychology 
acknowledged synchrony as a prime requirement for interaction between a mother and her infant. An infant stops 
interacting with its mother when she stops synchronizing with it (Nadel et al., 1999). Infants synchronize their legs 
motion with adult speech (Candon & Sanders, 1974). In addition, synchrony detection mechanism in young infants 
plays a pervasive role in learning and cognitive development (word learning, Gogate & Bahrick, 1998; object 
interaction skills, Watson 1972; self-awareness and control, Gergely & Watson, 1999; learning related to self, 
Rochat & Striano, 2000; etc.) 
An interesting fact is that studies on interpersonal motor coordination point out unintentional synchronizations 
among people. Issartel, Marin, and Cadopi (2007) studied interpersonal motor-coordination between two participants 
when they were instructed not to coordinate their movements. The results showed that participants could not avoid 
unintentional coordination with each other. This reflects that when visual information is shared between two people 
in an interpersonal situation, they coordinate (unintentionally) with each other. 
Keeping in view the importance of synchrony in social interaction, it has also been widely studied and used in 
robotics. Andry, Blanchard, and Gaussier (2007) proposed synchrony as an internal reward for learning. Prepin and 
Gaussier (2009) also used the level of synchrony as a reinforcement signal for learning. Blanchard and Canamero 
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(2005) proposed a velocity detection system to synchronize the movements of two robots to improve the reactivity of 
agents to changes in their environment. Marin, Issartel, and Chaminade (2009) underlined that motor resonance 
between robots (humanoid) and humans could optimize the social competence of human-robot interactions. 
Michalowski, Sabanovic, and Kozima (2007) developed a dancing robot to analyze the properties and significance of 
synchronized movement in general social interaction.  
In the line of this state of the art, we recently proposed a synchrony based neural network architecture capable of 
selecting the robot partner and of locating its focus of attention in order first to initiate and then to sustain the 
interaction (Hasnain, Gaussier, & Mostafaoui, 2012). This model was validated by psycho-experimental studies with 
naïve subjects (Hasnain et al., 2013). Using this previous architecture for initiating the HRI, we will question in this 
paper the use of synchrony detection as a reinforcement signal permitting to a mobile robot to learn to recognize and 
to track the shape of the human partner while interacting. More precisely, after learning a specific rhythm of 
interaction, the robot must: a) initiate the interaction by selecting a human partner among several possible ones on 
the basis of synchrony detection, b) learn automatically the partner’s shape by using synchrony detection as a 
reinforcement signal during interactive games, and c) focus its visual attention and track the human partner using 
both synchrony detection (kinematics) and shape recognition  
To tackle these difficult questions, we will detail in this paper a bio-inspired and developmental approach inspired 
by psychological and neurobiological studies. 
2. Experimental Setup 
Our experimental setup is composed by a Robosoft Robulab 10 equipped with four wheels, two for the directions 
and two for the stabilization, a proximity sensors for obstacle avoidance, an embedded computer, and for the visual 
perception, a pan-tilt camera controlled with a SSC-32 card through a serial communication. Only the "pan" rotation 
of the camera is used. A “Tail” is added to have a physical representation of the interaction frequency (tail’s 
oscillations). The experiments were performed in an indoor environment (see Figure 1). 
 
 
Fig. 1. Experimental Setup 
3. Synchrony based attentional mechanism and partner selection 
As stated above, we will use a model developed in Hasnain, Gaussier, and Mostafaoui (2012) for initiating the 
interaction and selecting the partner on the basis of synchrony detection. A summarized definition of this model is 
given in this section. 
As illustrated Figure 2, the model can be divided into three complementary architectures. The first (part A) is 
related to a simple model for dynamical interaction. The second one (part B) is dedicated to partner selection and the 
last one completes the model by adding an attentional mechanism for locating the partner. 
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Fig. 2. a) Dynamical Interaction model (b) Selection of Partner: select an interacting partner on the basis of synchrony detection among various 
interacting agents. (c) Focus of Attentional: locate and point out the synchronized interacting agent defined by the selection of partner algorithm. 
As a first step towards human-robot interactions, we use a simple dynamical interaction model (Figure 2, part a) 
to provide minimal abilities to the robot to interact with humans in the basis of synchrony by adopting the phase and 
frequency of its partner. Figure 2(a) (dotted box) shows the oscillator module from (Revel & Andry 2009) 
controlling the robot motion dynamics (oscillations). It consists of two neurons N1 and N2 inhibiting each other 
proportionally to the variable beta. The oscillating frequency is a function of the variables alpha1, alpha2 and beta: 
 
                              (1) 
                              (2) 
 
Normally, the robot's oscillator, representing the internal dynamic of the robot, oscillates at its own frequency 
and amplitude. When a human interacts with the agent by moving his arm, the motion in the visual field is estimated 
by an optical flow algorithm, the velocity vectors are then converted into positive and negative activities. If the 
perceived movements are in the upward direction, the oscillator gets the positive activity and its amplitude increases 
on the positive side. On the contrary, if the negative activity is perceived, the amplitude goes down. Lets now 
rephrase the mathematical equation of the robot oscillator by: 
 
          ’                  (3) 
 
Where f’ is the energy induced by the optical flow activities. Consequently, when an agent interacts, depending 
on the visual energy (optical flow) produced by its movements, the robot's oscillator will be modified (frequency 
and phase) within certain limits defined by a coupling factor (to avoid saturations).   
This first model provides a basic architecture initiating automatically a human-robot interaction by synchronizing 
the agent's movements (in an imitating framework). Part (b) of Figure 2 describes a selection of partner model 
completing the previous one to be capable of choosing an interacting partner among various interacting agents. It 
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can be segregated into two parts. The first one is the dynamical interaction model (part a) and the other one is the 
frequency-prediction module. Previously, the robot's oscillator was directly linked to the external visual stimuli f’ 
now, the coupling activities are linked with the frequency-prediction module f’’.  The equation (3) can be rephrased 
as:  
 
          ’’                  (4) 
 
Where, f’’ is the coupling energy feed by the frequency-prediction block. The other variables remain unchanged. 
 
The selection of partner architecture works in two phases: a learning phase and a testing phase. During the 
learning phase, the robot perceives and learns its own dynamics. It initiates two processes. First the frequency-
prediction module starts now predicting the robot's modifiable oscillator as a weighted sum of its own visual stimuli. 
As a consequence, it also modifies the robot's oscillator. This process of modifying, learning and adapting continues 
and converge after some time. After this learning, when an agent interacts with a frequency close to the learnt one, 
weights (that are already learnt on modifiable links) are associated with the visual activities induced by the human 
movements and the robot's modifiable oscillator adopts the interactant frequency and phase. If the interacting 
frequency is different from the learnt one, the weights could not be associated with the visual stimuli and the robot 
continues to move at its default frequency. The same is true in the case of multiple interacting agents. Among 
several interactants, only the agent having a similar dynamic (frequency) as the robot is selected. 
However, using the selection of partner, the robot will not be able to locate the good interacting partner in its 
visual field, because this algorithm works on the perceived energy irrespective of the spatial information (agent 
location). 
Figure 2(c) shows the Focus of attention (FOA) architecture. Here, if an agent interacts with a frequency close to 
the robot dynamics, the image-prediction block X'' learns the locations of the interactant movements. To 
discriminate between multiple stimuli, our algorithm modulates the current visual stimuli with the image-prediction 
X''. A merging block is used to calculate a weighted average of these current results (modulation) and the results of 
the previous iteration. The higher values of this merging block are then correlated to the location of synchronous 
movements. All the pixels of the merging block are projected on the x-axis. A Winner Takes All (WTA) selects the 
highest activated column. This selected column indicates the location of the synchronized movement.  
We use a Least Mean Square (LMS; Widrow & Hoff, 1960) algorithm for the learning of the image-prediction X'' 
and the frequency-prediction module.  
4. Learning and recognizing the partner shape 
For learning and recognizing the partner shape partner, we will adopt a bottom up synchrony detection based 
approach permitting to learn the partner's shape (while interacting) using points of interest (or focus points) as low 
level visual features. The motivation behind the choice of points of interest for the shape characterization is (besides 
the reasonable computational time) the direct similitude with the human eye saccadic movements.  
4.1. A general model for object recognition 
Before presenting the neural model for shape learning using synchrony detection, we describe here the general 
model for object recognition, which will be used (inspired by Lepretre, Gaussier, & Cocquerez, 2000). The general 
principal of this model is to learn local views of the objects in the basis of point of interest detection. As illustrated 
Figure 3, the spatial gradient information is first extracted from the images. The resulted image gradient is then 
convolved by a DOG (Difference Of Gaussian) filter. The output of this process is a saliency map which highlight 
regions in the image having a local structure in the form of corners. Local maxima are then selected from this 
saliency map.  
Local views collecting the pixel around each detected points of interest (here with a radius of 20 pixels) are then 
extracted and filtered by a log polar transform in order to be robust to scale changing and rotational variations. The 
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filtered local views feed the Selective Adaptive Winner (SAW), which is an ART-based neural network. Depending 
on the vigilance threshold of the SAW, if the new inputs (local views) are too different from the previous ones, new 
encoding neurons are recruited. A Winner Take All (WTA) is then used to select the winning local views.  
 
Fig. 3. General model for object recognition 
The model presented in Figure 3 can after be divided into two parts. The recognition of ”what” is the object, and 
the localization of "where" is the object. A first LMS (Least Mean Square) algorithm is used for the "what" pathway 
to learn the local views associated to each object. The number of neurons in the LMS corresponds consequently to 
the possible number of objects to learn. Regarding to the ”Where” pathway, two LMS are used to associate the 
object center position respectively on the x and y axis relative to the local views belonging to it ("what" pathway). 
As presented in Figure 4, after the learning phase, each selected local view (point of interest) will have its own 
prediction of the object center. If most of them predict the same position, the object will be well recognized. In the 
opposite case, several positions of the object center will be predicted without a majority vote permitting to identify a 
winner (see Figure 4-D). If an object is learned at a given position and detected in another one, the output of the 





Fig. 4. Object recognition. A) Learning of the object position in the center of the image. B) After learning: prediction of shifted object position. 
C) Influence of rotation on prediction. D) Detection of interest points, which predict different positions of the object center. 
5. Attentional Mechanism and human partner shape learning 
The first model for selecting a partner (section 3) is able to locate the robot's focus of attention on regions of 
interest by detecting synchrony between the robots internal dynamics and the interactant's movements, therefor, the 
robots focus of attention can not be maintained if the human stops moving. For realistic human robot interactions, 
the agents must be able to switch their roles (turn taking) leading to different phases of interactions where one of the 
interactants (or both) can eventually stop moving. In this case, to sustain the robot's focus of attention on the correct 
partner we developed a new attentional mechanism to locate the robots visual focus on its partner by both synchrony 
and shape detection.   
To learn the human partner shape, we will use the model detailed section 4.1. To ensure that the robot will learn 
automatically the shape of the correct human partner during the interaction (rather than other humans or objects), we 
added the following conditions: a) The shape learning starts only after the robot focuses its attention on the selected 
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partner by synchrony detection to ensure the presence in the visual field of the correct human interactant; b) The 
saliency map resulting from the filtering by the DOG is modulated by the motion intensity (optical flow) in order to 
focus most of the selected local views on the moving human partner (while interacting with the robot).  
The model works as follow: first, the robot must learn a preferred frequency of interaction by perceiving a human 
partner moving his arm with a certain dynamic. After the learning stage, if a human start moving with a dynamic 
close the learnt frequency of interaction, the robot will be able to select and locate the human partner in the visual 
field on the basis of synchrony detection by using the model explained in section 3.  
The predicted position of the human partner is then used to move the robot toward the partner using a Neural 
Field (Amari, 1977), which allows a stable motor control. 
Hence, the synchrony based focus of attention moved the robot toward the human interacting partner, the shape 
recognition model starts to learn the human shape by selecting salient local views in regions with high motion 
intensity (optical flow). Statistically, after a short while, most of the selected local views will belong to the human 
partner.  
Moreover, to maintain a good recognition of the human, the robot must learn different views of its partner. To 
obtain this refinement of the partner’s shape model we introduced a vigilance signal. If the recognition rate of the 
learnt local views is very low the partner is not detected. For a higher rate (more than 60%), the human is detected 
and his shape model remains unchanged. If the rate is between 10 and 60%, the human is detected but new local 
views are selected and added to the shape model. This process is also modulated by the synchrony detection as the 
learning and the refinement of the partner’s shape is activated only when the interaction (synchrony) is maintained.  
Therefor, we obtain two different strategies to locate and track the human partner by focusing the robot attention 
on it. The first is based on the motion information and synchrony detection and the second one on shape recognition. 
Each strategy has its own auto-evaluation, the vigilance signal for the shape recognition and the coupling factor for 
synchrony detection.  
By feeding the neural field by the sum of the neurons encoding the partner’s location in the two strategies as in 
figure 5, we obtain a system capable of locating the partner using only synchrony detection or shape recognition or a 














Fig. 5. Combining synchrony detection and shape recognition to locate the partner. 
6. Experimental results 
In order to test the neural model’s capacity to detect the partner, we performed several experiments in real and 
non-constrained indoor environment with the Robulab robot. First, a human partner moves his arm in front of the 
robot to teach a preferred frequency of interaction. After this learning phase, when a human interact with the robot 
with a dynamic close to the learnt one (the learned frequency can be seen thanks to the oscillatory movements of the 
tail embedded on the robot, see Figure 1), the robot selects and locates this preferred partner on the basis of 
synchrony detection. Consequently, it starts to learn the shape of the partner.  
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At the end of these learning phases, the robot is able to locate and focus its attention on the human partner by 
combining synchrony detection and shape recognition. The robot is then capable of tracking its partner. In figure 6 
we can see a comparison between a ground truth of the position of the human in the visual field and the positions 
predicted by our model demonstrating the efficiency of this combined strategy. To validate the interest points (or the 
local views) selection, we also illustrated in this figure all the local views positions including the ones belonging to 
the partner (black plain point) and the others. We can notice the presence of a prediction latency of 2 or 3 s. We 













Fig. 6. Ground truth (green) vs the predicted positions of the partner (blue). 
We also tested the robustness of our shape recognition after the learning step by adding an unknown human in the 
visual field. It is worth noticing that if this second human interact with a frequency, which differ from the learnt one, 
the robot will keep its focus of attention on the preferred partner. On contrary (or if the two human stops moving) 
the robot must discriminate these two stimuli using shape recognition.  
This case is illustrated in Figure 7 where the preferred partner is on the right side while the human distractor is on 
the left side. A statistical analysis showed that 58% of the points of interest (red points) belonging to the preferred 
partner has been well classified, 42% has been wrongly predicted, 15% on the distractor, and 27% are background 
noise (white points). This analysis shows that the robot is able to recognize the preferred partner even in the 
presence of other possible human interactant. Moreover, one can consider that 58% is a low recognition rate but it 
must be taken into account that this “new” knowledge about the human partner’s shape emerged within few seconds 
of interaction without any a priori knowledge about the human shape and by using only very low level visual 
characteristics (points of interest). It demonstrates that the reinforcement learning during synchronized phases of 







Fig. 7. Image from the experiments: on the right side we can see the learned partner and on the left the distractor. The dot points represent the 
selected points of interest. In red, the ones recognized as the belonging to the partner, in white the ones classified as noise.  
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Lets now consider the complete scenario as illustrated in Figure 8. First the mobile robot starts moving by 
focusing its attention on random regions of the visual field because of the lack of salient regions of interest (black 
line in Figure 8). At time t=40 s, a human starts interacting with a frequency close to the one learned by the robot. 
Consequently, the synchrony-based focus of attention selects and predicts the location of the human partner  (blue 
line in Figure 8). The neural Field controlling the robots movements turn the Robulab toward the partner and center 
the human in the image (black line in Figure 8). When the robot’s attention is focused on the partner on the basis of 
synchrony detection, the shape learning is activated (green areas in Figure 8). From time t=40 to 80, we can notice 
that the shape learning is stopped (red areas in Figure 8) and reengaged relative to the establishment or not of the 
synchrony based focus of attention. A refined learning of the partner’s shape is consequently obtained. As we can 
see in Figure 8, starting from t=80, even if the robot lost the synchrony, if the human moves to the left side or the 















Fig. 8. Partner detection and tracking: Experimental results in real conditions by combining synchrony based and shape based strategies.  
7. Conclusion and Perspectives 
In this paper, we presented a new approach complementing our previous synchrony detection-based model for 
selecting an interacting partner among multiple agents. The results of our previous work already demonstrated that if 
several agents are trying to interact (with a robot), the robot selects the partner, which has the similar frequency of 
interaction as the robot has. Moreover, the focus of attention algorithm forces the robot to turn the robot in the 
direction of the synchronized agent. However, if the selected agent stops synchronizing, it may not be located. Here, 
we defined a model adding a shape recognition model, which learns the partner’s shape in a developmental manner 
after initiating the interaction on the basis of synchrony. Once the partner is selected, our architecture learns the 
shape of the interacting partner, the robot is then also capable of locating and tracking the recognized agent on the 
basis of shape recognition. By combining these two strategies (synchrony and shape) we gave new capabilities to the 
robot to focus on and to track the correct partner even when the interaction is stopped permitting the emergence of 
possibilities to re-engage the interaction (using synchrony or shape). As a future work, we are planning to use 
synchrony detection, focus of attention and shape recognition in turn-taking games and joint attention strategies on a 
mobile robot which will initiate interactions by synchronizing first with the leg movements frequency of a human 
possible partner.  
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